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Corfinium and Rome: 
Changing Place in the Social War

Elena Isayev

The underlying theme of this paper is the relationship between attachment to place and its role in identity 
construction. It will reflect on how we balance the apparently coherent communities, which may be exemplified 
by concentrations of similarities in material culture, and those trends that reach beyond local boundaries, which 
are often ascribed to wider elite and commercial networks. By focusing on the situation of Italic communities and 
individuals in the 2nd and 1st centuries BC, especially in central Italy, it will be suggested that the link between 
the ruling elites and their locality may have been tenuous. The context of Aeclanum and Corfinium, two very 
different settlements, will be used to explore the necessarily changing meaning of ‘place’ and Rome itself during 
the time of the Social War. The idea of a ‘capital city’ was embraced by both the Romans and the Italian socii 
but how each envisaged its role may have differed significantly. As such, the Social War and the extension of the 
Roman citizenship which followed it needs to be seen in part as a negotiation of that role. 

Introduction 
In the early 1st century BC, Rome’s position of 
power was threatened by the Italian socii in a war 
which, some ancient authors argue, aimed to create 
a parallel state to that of Rome.1 But what did 
the Italian socii want Rome to be? How different 
was the role she had to the one which they might 
have envisaged for her? Part of the answer may be 
sought in their creation of Corfinium as a caput 
imperii – a capital city – during the Social War. It 
is also informed by the distinct relationships which 
communities and individuals had with settlements 
on the peninsula and, perhaps more importantly, 
how place was conceptualised. According to human 
geographers, place is a cultural system. As such, 
we use the discourse of place to position ourselves 
and make sense of the world. The role of place 

and its connection to a sense of identity or shared 
membership, such as citizenship, is not a given, but 
dependent on a particular socio-cultural context. 
It is an essential part of what Anderson (1991) 
described as the imagined community. What 
happens then when groups, each with a distinct 
understanding of place, come together? How do 
they negotiate a new meaning within a discourse of 
shared membership? In what way does the role of 
place necessarily transform in order for the emergent 
community to exist, and which meaning dominates? 
These are all questions which will be applied to 
the period of the Social War, a pivotal moment in 
the history of Italy and Rome, which was both a 
culmination of, and a departure from, the diverse 
constructed landscapes of the peninsula in the 
preceding centuries. Within this context I would 
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like to test the hypothesis that there were distinct 
meanings of place operating concurrently, that were 
then reconfigured and possibly moulded into a 
single concept in the generation that followed. Part 
of this moulding was carried through in the form 
of the municipia and the officially designated origo. 
The final resolution of the internal power struggles, 
through the extension of Roman citizenship from 
a single city-state to the whole peninsula, could 
not have occurred without a mutual agreement 
on how place was to be related to that new shared 
membership.

The Social War had begun in the early 1st century 
BC, between Rome and her supporters on the one 
side and the Italian allies – referred to as the socii 
– on the other. The latter were primarily from the 
central and south part of the peninsula. The main 
period of fighting took place between 91 and 87 
BC but could have ended in 90 BC with the grant 
of Roman citizenship by the lex Julia to the loyal 
Italian communities, which primarily affected 
those among the Latins, Etruscans and Umbrians.2 
However, even within this group there were some, 
such as the Latin colony of Venusia and possibly the 
Umbrian Tuder, which were excluded presumably 
because of their disloyalty.3 

The traditional view of the war, which has 
now been challenged, is that it was a revolt by the 
Italian socii, sparked by the Roman refusal to grant 
them citizenship. In the last decade there has been 
a significant shift in how this conflict has been 
understood, primarily as a result of moving away 
from a Romano-centric focus and the substantial 
contribution of archaeological research.4 In-depth 
studies of material remains in the Italian landscape 
have highlighted the wealth and growth of Italian 
communities in the 2nd century BC overturning 
Toynbee’s view of an impoverished and struggling 
Italy in the wake of the Hannibalic War (Toynbee 
1965).5 The creation of such monumental sites 
as the sanctuary of Pietrabbondante (Bispham 
2007b, with bibliography), and a proliferation of 
settlements across the peninsula in the period, as 
well as inscriptions which attest to the substantial 
network of Italian merchants overseas,6 all point 
to communities which appear stable with a strong 
resource base. Without such reserves, the socii 

would have been unable to support the necessary 
infrastructure and some 100 000 troops that formed 
a serious challenge to Roman-based hegemony in 
the early 1st century BC. 

The Social War now tends to be viewed as an 
attempt by Italian communities to gain a position 
of power equal to, if not surpassing, that which 
was orchestrated by Rome. Scholarship has also 
moved away from seeing the two sides as coherent 
definable groups. The ‘federation’ of the socii was not 
ethnically or geographically determined. Nor was 
the decision to be part of the socii governed by the 
status of individual settlements in relation to Rome. 
The Latin colonies of Venusia and Aesernia were 
part of the so-called rebels, the latter under duress. 
At the same time, troops were being raised by Italian 
commanders in the heartland of the socii, such as 
Hirpinia, to fight for the Roman cause. Within 
such a context it is difficult to identify shared 
grievances or the reason behind the decision to 
continue fighting despite the possibility of gaining 
Roman citizenship in the second year of the war. 
Part of the challenge is to comprehend what it is that 
determined allegiance within such an environment, 
and to what extent different ideas about place may 
have effected those ties. This I would like to explore 
first by focusing on two known places which feature 
in the Social War: Aeclanum and Corfinium. The 
last part of the paper will consider the origo as a 
juridical meaning of place through which Roman 
citizenship was enacted.

Aeclanum
The centre of Aeclanum was founded at some 
point in the 3rd or 2nd century BC near modern 
Passo di Mirabella, on a key ancient route that 
became the Via Appia between Beneventum and 
Venusia.7 It was situated in Hirpinia, a region of 
strong opposition to Rome during the War. But 
the populace which inhabited Aeclanum had 
ambivalent affiliations. We know from both the 
epigraphic record and ancient texts that some of the 
prominent members of that community were from 
the family of the Magii, a number of whom aided 
the Roman cause and benefited from it. Two Oscan 
inscriptions of the 2nd century BC attest to their 
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wealth and status. These were found just outside the 
site of the ancient centre, near modern Mirabella 
Eclano at Passo di Mirabella. One records the act of 
building by Gavis Magiis Flakís son of Pakis,8 the 
other is a dedication on an altar to Mefitis, by Siviiú 
Magiú, a female member of the gens.9 The nomen 
also appears on two post-war Latin inscriptions 
from Aeclanum dated to the late 1st century BC. 
One notes a Marcus Magius Surus, son of Minatius, 
as one of the quattuorviri responsible for rebuilding 
the town’s fortifications, with the support of Gaius 
Quinctius Valgus.10 The other, an inscription from 
the Augustan period, records that a Marcus Magius 
Maximus gained the highly-sought-after position 
of the praefect of Egypt.11 Of the individuals noted 
in the epigraphic record the one of most interest 
for our purposes is Minatius, the father of Marcus 
Magius Surus. It is highly plausible that he, or a 
close relation of his, was the very same Minatius 
Magius from Aeclanum who had a significant role 
in the events of the Social War. According to Velleius 
Paterculus, Minatius led a legion of Hirpinians he 
had himself recruited as part of Sulla’s contingent, 
helping the Roman commander take Herculaneum 
and besiege Pompeii, as well as occupy the nearby 
Hirpinian town of Compsa (Velleius 2.16.1–3). 
But the actions of Minatius did not necessarily gain 
support from his fellow townsmen, nor did they 
prevent the Roman troops attacking his hometown. 
Appian’s account (B Civ. 1.51) illustrates how 
Aeclanum suffered at the hands of Sulla in 89 BC, 
when it was besieged and its walls burnt down, as 
it awaited the support of Lucanian troops.

Once the war was over, the inscriptions from 
Aeclanum bear evidence that members of the Magii 
returned to the city and continued to hold high 
positions, despite the fact that Minatius’ friend 
Sulla was responsible for attacking it. We may even 
wonder whether the fortifications that were being 
rebuilt several decades later by the quattuorviri,12 
one of whom was Minatius’s son Marcus, were 
those destroyed in 89 BC. The short history of 
this episode is only one example of competing 
interests and divided loyalties.13 Similar narratives 
are also associated with ancient Compsa at the time 
of the Hannibalic War. Livy relates how members 
of the Mopsii gens received Roman protection and 

safe passage out of Compsa before it was given 
over to the Carthaginians in 216 BC by their 
fellow townsmen, only for it to be taken over by 
Rome two years later (Livy 23.1.1–4; 24.20.5).14 
A more dramatic account of a divided community 
is described by Livy (23.4.5–8) as he charts the 
struggles in Capua, which resulted in the decision 
to hand over the city to Hannibal, an action which 
was vehemently opposed by the pro-Roman Decius 
Magius.15 We can only speculate as to whether 
he was a relation of any of the later Magii from 
Aeclanum. It would appear that members of this 
prominent Italic family were not mistaken for siding 
with Rome, judging by the honours they were given 
and the high positions they achieved in the later 
Republican period. Or, stated in a different way 
– they clearly benefited from choosing to invest 
in the horizontal ties that formed part of an elite 
network, the interests of which were spearheaded 
by the lead figures in Rome. 

From the circumstances at Aeclanum, and the 
actions of her leading members, it would be hard 
to argue that allegiance, of such elites at least, was 
in any way connected to a sense of ethnicity or 
place-based community, nor Rome as such. Rather, 
they relied on shared connections that transcended 
any sense of territoriality, or membership – such as 
citizenship. It is this socio-political outlook which is 
prevalent in the works of Cicero who, as Steel notes, 
operated with a concept of empire that depended 
not on territory but on the power wielded by 
individuals (Steel 2001, 3). However, to ask whether 
communities should be perceived as coherent 
wholes or as conglomerates of individuals,16 may 
be to set up the wrong dichotomy. It would be 
difficult to accommodate the scenario described 
above, for example, within such a categorisation, 
in particular in relation to the troops that Minatius 
raised. Where were they from? And did they have 
any interest or relation to Aeclanum, or any of 
the other sites which they helped attack under the 
leadership of the Aeclanite Minatius in order to 
help Sulla of Rome? 

Alternatively, we can consider place as a conduit 
for diverse intersecting imagined communities by 
integrating a more fluid relational approach, which 
has been advocated by the geographer Doreen 
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Massey.17 It asserts that, since boundaries are socially 
constructed, and place is internally multiple, it 
is best to think of it as a point of meeting, the 
location of intersections and activity spaces, and 
of the interrelations of influences and movements 
(Massey and Jess 1995, 178–181, 193, 221, 230). 
But that locatedness itself is a construction and 
not a given. While the physical location may 
be shared, its meaning need not be. In applying 
this to ancient Italy, since the meaning of place 
is dependent on context and experience, we may 
hypothetically conceive of four basic groupings of 
residents with different imaginaries that intersected 
at Aeclanum: elites,18 soldiers,19 stay-home families, 
and inhabitants who were outsiders, including 
foreigners and slaves.20 Each of these would have 
been differently affected by the position of Rome, 
the creation of Corfinium as an alternative capital, 
and, in the end, by the extension of Roman 
citizenship to the whole of Italy. With this in mind, 
I would now like to turn to Corfinium, a key 
centre, which played a very different role to that of 
Aeclanum in the Social War.

Corfinium
From the high level of preparedness of the allied 
Italians who formed the socii at the time of the Social 
War, it is clear that their organisation could not have 
been a spur of the moment rebellion, and also that 
it relied on strong links within an elite network that 
was centred differently to the one which operated 
through the Rome of Sulla’s circle. Aside from their 
ability to quickly raise a substantial army, the socii 
also set up what may be best termed a ‘capital city’ 
at Corfinium (Sherwin-White, 1973, 137, 147; 
Mouritsen, 1998, 139; Keaveney 2005). The site 
was well placed for such a purpose: it was situated 
in the centre of the Apennines, at the north end of 
the territory where many of the socii were based, 
and within proximity to a number of key routes and 
monumental sanctuaries. It was a headquarters of 
operations as well as a symbol, embodied in the new 
name Italica (or Italia).21 According to the ancient 
sources, the centre became the seat of the allied 
council of 500 with representatives from different 
communities, and it also acted as a military hub for 

the army led by two generals.22 While the details of 
the institutional structures which the centre hosted 
may be questionable, the numismatic evidence 
makes it clear that here was a sophisticated and 
representative organisation. Its composition and 
symbolism were cemented in the allied coinage, 
which used both Oscan and Latin script. Some of 
the issues had stamped on them Italia or its Oscan 
form víteliú. The coins also carry images of oath 
taking scenes with groups of two to eight figures, 
probably representing allied leaders (Rutter 2001; 
Pobjoy 2000, 200). 

When the centre of Corfinium was overrun by 
the Roman side, first Bovianum (Appian Bel. Civ. 
1.51.224), and then the Latin colony of Aesernia, 
which the socii had starved into submission, was 
made the capital in its place (Diod. Sic. 37.2.9). 
The symbol which was embodied or housed in 
Corfinium at the start of the war, whether it was 
unity, autonomy, power or resistance, was clearly 
moveable. But what was Corfinium itself and what 
was its role as a place for the socii? It is probable that 
it was in part chosen as the centre for its physical 
location; strategically positioned at the intersection 
of routes joining key settlements, especially the 
Latin colonies of Aesernia and Beneventum and 
also in proximity to Rome (Nagle 1973, 373; 
Pobjoy 2000, 191). In its role as a patron or the 
seat of the organisms necessary to run the campaign 
and the federation, if that is what it was, it may be 
comparable to London, as a capital global-city, or 
to New York in housing the UN headquarters. The 
placedness of both London and New York, their 
size, infrastructure and their positions as centres 
of connectivity, determined by their history, make 
them ideal choices for acting as the axes of power, 
and representatives of a state, federation, or league.23 
Corfinium too was just such a centre of connectivity, 
a position which it continued to have long after the 
Social War. A generation later the fortified town was 
once again used as the base of operations during 
the Civil War in 49 BC, providing a key focus for 
narratives of resistance to Caesar’s forces in Italy.25 

Authors writing at the end of the Republic and 
in the early Imperial period about the events of the 
Social War use a variety of terms to describe the new 
role which the socii had given to Corfinium. Velleius 
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Paterculus (2.16.4) writes that they chose the city as 
caput imperii sui – head of their dominion/empire 
– and named it Italica.25 The phrase caput imperii 
is not used in reference to any other site in Velleius’ 
extant work. The Greek author Diodorus Siculus 
(37.2.4, 7, 9) calls Corfinium by a term familiar 
in Greek narratives – κοινὴ πόλις – the head city-
state. Strabo (5.4.2) uses similar Greek terminology 
but also expresses her role through association, 
by stating that Corfinium, the metropolis of the 
Paeligni, was to be a city common to all Italians in 
place of Rome.26 None of these terms or phrases 
are necessarily what the Italians would have used 
themselves in reference to the centre at the time, 
but rather the most appropriate ones available to 
each author within his individual context to describe 
what today we might call a ‘capital city’. Of the 
above definitions, Strabo’s comment indicating that 
Corfinium held a position to counterbalance that 
of Rome provides the most insight into her role. 
But how comparable was the position of Rome to 
that of Corfinium?

As far as we know, in Italy prior to the Social War, 
there were powerful groups that were not necessarily 
constituted around any individual settlements. 
Some of these inhabited a variety of sites both large 
and small throughout the central and southern 
Apennines, an area that incorporated a number of 
regions including those which ancient authors refer 
to as Samnium27 and Lucania.28 In these regions, 
large sanctuaries may have played a role similar to 
that of fora in cities, which served as socio-political 
hubs for a number of communities (Isayev 2007, 
137).29 It is otherwise difficult to identify any single 
site which would have had a position similar to that 
of Corfinium in the 1st century BC. The creation 
of this capital must be seen as a departure from 
any Italian tradition in the area and a break with 
what had gone before. It did not follow the long 
established model of the centres in Italy that may 
be termed poleis, such as for example Capua, Caere, 
or Taranto, among many others, that wielded power 
as coherent units with a defined membership, and 
gathered empires around them through influence 
and alliances. It is also tempting to include Rome 
in this category, and the term polis is often used in 
reference to the city in ancient narratives. However, 

as Ando points out, it is debateable whether Rome 
was a polis by the end of the Republic (Ando 1999). 
Once Roman citizenship extended to communities 
and individuals beyond it, the extent to which the 
city itself continued to be the basic unit of political 
life, and the natural object of patriotic sentiment for 
the members carrying her name is questionable.30 

What we can say without a doubt is that 
Corfinium was clearly not such a polis; the reasons 
and process by which it became a power base in 
the Social War were differently constituted to either 
Rome, or to any of the model poleis from the Greek 
world. The socii did not collapse on its takeover, even 
if it can be argued that they were greatly weakened 
by that point in the war.31 Nevertheless, the power 
was not rooted there, but placed there by choice 
and possibly only temporarily. Their interests could 
have been represented by Rome but they chose 
an alternative capital. The cause and the alliance 
preceded the location where it was lodged, rather 
than naturally emanating from it. Should Rome 
have been overrun can we assume that the situation 
would have been different? The meaning of the 
place of Corfinium to the Italian socii was not the 
same as the meaning of Rome either to the Romans 
or her allies. The relationship between the place 
and the community was differently constructed, 
and implies a particular kind of hierarchy and 
allegiance, which Corfinium did not have, nor 
was intended to have.32 It may be that the Italian 
grievances, which led to the Social War, can in part 
be understood in light of this distinction. None of 
this is to negate that Corfinium would have acted as 
the intersection of diverse imagined communities, 
incorporating the same basic groupings that were 
suggested for Aeclanum. But unlike this smaller 
Hirpinian centre, there would have been a further 
wider imagined community for which Corfinium 
became a conduit, which was embodied in its new 
symbolic name Italica.33

If we return to the underlying question of this 
paper: What did the Italian socii want Rome to 
be? Could it be that what they desired was not 
so much a parallel state, as implied in Appian’s 
narrative (App. B Civ. 1.34.152), but for Rome 
to be a Corfinium. One way to conceive of this 
would be to hypothesise about how the socii in 
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Aeclanum would have related to ‘their’ capital. We 
would not expect that Corfinium’s status required 
any of the socii to have direct allegiance to it, or to 
the community which considered the settlement of 
Corfinium its home, and we may wonder to what 
extent it would have been consulted. But if Rome 
was to follow such a paradigm, it would mean her 
giving up that privileged (and contradictory) part 
of the status that allowed her to operate as if she 
was a polis, despite her citizen community extending 
well beyond the city boundaries (Mouritsen 1998, 
95–99).34 However, we would not expect that 
in the last century of the Republic Rome could 
have allowed herself to be regarded wholly as a 
representative or seat of shared power, rather than 
having power that could be, and clearly was, exerted 
on her own behalf rather than for the common 
interest. By ‘common’ I mean not simply acting 
in the interest of the community of Roman-based 
citizens but also in the interest of those elites from 
other backgrounds and holding other memberships, 
for whom Rome was already operating as a global 
city, forming part of their imagined community. 
At the end of the Social War, the acceptance of 
Roman citizenship by the socii did not turn Rome 
into a Corfinium; still, there had to have been 
an agreement about a shared understanding of 
membership and its connection to place, and in 
particular to Rome. The city had to secede some of 
its power and be more of a capital – caput – than a 
polis, which it achieved in part through the system 
of the municipia. As Bispham notes in his milestone 
work on municipalisation, the shift allowed Rome 
to be perceived as a political centre rather than as 
a hegemon (Bispham 2007a, 437).

Negotiating citizenship
The grant of Roman citizenship incorporated all 
Italians south of the Po, including those who aided 
the Roman generals, such as Minatius Magius,35 
and others who fought against them. Hence, on 
some level, the negotiation would have had to be 
about the distribution of power rather than the 
complete loss of that power on the side of the socii.36 
Otherwise the Italian communities would not have 
been in a position to complain about the tribes to 

which they were assigned soon after they became 
Roman citizens,37 nor would we expect to find the 
descendants of ‘rebel’ leaders in the Roman senate 
(Wiseman 1971). It is true that, in the decades 
immediately following the Social War, the majority 
of the Italians who did enter the Roman senate 
were not from the heartlands of the socii. It is not 
until Caesar abolished Sulla’s restrictions on the 
sons of the proscribed in 49 BC that we begin to 
see individuals from those areas become senators in 
Rome (Wiseman 1971, 8, 24). At a certain level the 
Italian ‘rebels’ were treated no differently than other 
Roman citizens who had ended up on the wrong 
side of Sulla and were barred from participating 
in Roman governance. It may also be possible, as 
Wiseman points out, that they would not have 
wanted the Roman senatorial status (Wiseman 
1971, 24).38 Had Marius survived, and dominated 
Roman politics, no doubt there would have been 
more Marsic names, such as Poppaedius Silo (Brunt 
1965, 96; Wiseman 1971, 253, no. 339; Mouritsen 
2006, 32), on the senatorial lists earlier on. Hence, 
it was not enemies of Rome who were punished but 
rather the inimici of Sulla and his network during 
their position of power in Rome. 

Alongs ide  these  hor izonta l  t ie s ,  the 
enfranchisement of the Italian populace meant 
that a new framework for the official relationship 
between membership and place needed to be created 
which superseded any previously existing models. It 
was provided implicitly by the laws through which 
Roman citizenship was granted, in particular the 
lex Julia in 90 BC, the lex Plautia Papiria in 89 
BC and the senatorial decrees in the years which 
immediately followed.39 For the first time across 
Italy, all communities and individuals had a single 
shared understanding of how each related to, and 
was defined by a specific place, which was necessary 
to enact one’s citizenship and served to delimit 
the citizen body through the census. Any previous 
fluidity was from then on bound to points in the 
landscape, in the form of Rome and the municipia.40 
Growing ties to specific settlements, or at least an 
interest in making the association visible, may be 
in part seen through the increasing practice of 
recording acts of patronage on inscriptions.41 These 
served not only to advertise an individual’s position 
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of wealth and status but also to make a permanent 
link with the settlement. As Woolf argues, the 
setting up of such public inscriptions was a way 
to fix and assert a place within history, society and 
the cosmos (Woolf 1996). These monuments did 
not simply preserve memory but they publicised it, 
perhaps as an attempt to respond with a false claim 
of permanency, to what may have been a time of 
anxiety about social dislocation (Woolf 1996, esp. 
29–31, 39). 

At Aeclanum, late Republican inscriptions from 
the settlement provide testimony to the funding of 
public works by Marcus Magius Surus and other 
new local patrons such as the Sullan supporter Gaius 
Quinctius Valgus.42 Valgus’ generosity did not just 
stem from a sense of belonging or attachment to 
Aeclanum itself, patronage could be spread across 
a number of locations. We know that he was also 
a patron of nearby Frigento,43 and his wealth, 
which allowed him to possess substantial territory 
in Hirpinia was, according to Cicero, the result of 
others’ loss in the proscriptions (Cic. De leg. agr. 
3.2.8). Bispham suggests that such a phenomenon 
as Valgus’ multi-town magistracy and extra-local 
importance may reveal some of the ways that 
public cooperation and interaction between cities 
and elites, prior to enfranchisement, may have 
become institutionalised within the process of the 
municipium after the Social War (Bispham 2007a, 
434). 

The increasing trend of recording euergetism, 
already evidenced throughout Italy in the 2nd 
century BC and rapidly gaining momentum at the 
time of Augustus, has been charted by a substantial 
number of epigraphic studies.44 These highlight 
the growing interest in asserting one’s position as 
patron to a specific place or in recording a duty 
done as part of an official magisterial role. What 
needs further investigation is the way in which there 
appears to be a shift in the balance of such practices 
between settlements and the large rural sanctuaries 
of the south and central Apennines in the 2nd 
and 1st centuries BC. The prominent cult site at 
Rossano di Vaglio in Lucania, for example, boasts 
a substantial number of inscriptions particularly 
from the late 3rd century and throughout the 2nd 
century BC, at a time when very few are known 

from any of the surrounding settlements (Lejeune 
1990; Isayev 2007, 224; Crawford forthcoming). 
By the 1st century BC the situation seems to be 
reversed, as there is an increasing number of public 
inscriptions from surrounding sites, with only few 
from the sanctuary dated to the last period of its 
existence into the 1st century AD.45 Similar shifts 
in the nature of the dedicatory practices at other 
major cult sites would allow for further insight into 
the changing relationship between these alternative 
centres of interaction, and the growing prominence 
of the settlement in taking on the roles previously 
assigned to the sanctuary. 

Mobility and the origo in Roman 
citizenship
How an individual related to multiple places and the 
changing roles each had in defining one’s identity 
is foregrounded in Cicero’s writings, especially the 
de Legibus and de Officiis, where there is an urge to 
articulate the relationship between place, citizenship 
and belonging. That relationship is not self-evident 
or a given, as has been argued above, although within 
certain systems it is expected, as in the territorially 
conceived model of the bordered nation-state. 
The perspective of the sedentary norm that such 
a model promotes is in opposition to the highly 
mobile environment within which it is situated, 
and which it strives to control. A similar paradox 
is also prevalent in the ancient context where levels 
of mobility were high even by comparison with 
today’s standards. It is particularly noticeable in 
the juridical context, which will be the focus of this 
final section, that tries to reconcile two contrasting 
positions: one which assumes physical stability over 
generations and the other which accepts, and tries 
to accommodate, an environment characterised 
by numerous people who are constantly on the 
move. 

The kind of population movements to which 
I am referring are not only the mass migrations, 
or substantial single event phenomena, such as 
colonisation and dislocation of whole communities,46 
but rather the ongoing hum of mobility that is the 
background into which these other more distinct 
episodes fit. Demographic calculations, while 
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often disagreeing on the exact numbers and the 
best methods for attaining them, nevertheless 
give a sense of the high levels of mobility that 
could be reached in the ancient world. Scheidel’s 
recent studies, even if the exact figures remain 
controversial, vividly illuminate the extent of 
the movement (Scheidel 2004; 2005; 2006). He 
estimates that some 2 million adults relocated in the 
last 2 centuries BC, and that 2–4 million slaves were 
imported into Italy during the same period. If we 
include internal or centripetal migration that would 
add another million.47 All this in the context of what 
he suggests would have been a total free population 
of Italy in the range of 3–4 million in this period. 
Scheidel also estimates that, during the Augustan 
period, for which we have more precise data, some 
40% of male Romans over 45 would have been born 
in a different location from their current place of 
residence (Scheidel 2004, 13–20; 2006, 223–224). 
Such figures bring into question the tenacity of the 
links between place and belonging, and highlight 
the fluidity of community membership which can 
easily accommodate, and perhaps is dependent 
on, non-territorial horizontal networks, especially 
among the elite. 

Necessarily, therefore, fluidity needs to be 
incorporated into the definition of place. In relation 
to identity place becomes a pause, or what Massey 
and Jess call an “envelope of space-time” (Massey 
and Jess 1995, 221, 230–231). In the context 
of ancient Italy, its essence may be recognised in 
the concept of the origo – or hereditary origin, 
which became an essential, if sometimes artificial, 
conduit through which citizenship was articulated 
after the Social War. Every Roman citizen had to 
have an official origo for the purposes of the state 
census and voting, as Rome moved from a position 
of a city-state to the head of a non-territorially 
bound state by the 1st century BC. The vital 
mechanism in this process was the municipium 
which, as Bispham outlines, was revolutionary at 
its inception, in that it allowed simultaneously 
valid dual citizenship and divorced citizenship 
from origin (Bispham 2007a, 12, 48). With this 
change came a fundamental shift in the meaning 
and relevance of origin, and a dissociating of the 
Roman populus from their locality which, in turn, 

allowed the creation of a shared homeland based 
on a legal fiction that transcended geographic and 
perceived ethnic boundaries (Thomas 1996; Ando 
1999, 8). Individuals were incorporated into the 
Roman citizenship through an official attachment 
to specific place, later known as the origo, which 
determined not only that individual’s membership 
and voting tribe, but also that of his descendants 
(Thomas 1996, 187, 190). 

Consequently, we may assume that, following 
the extension of citizenship to the whole of Italy 
after the Social War, Minatius Magius’ origo would 
have been the municipium of Aeclanum, which 
was inscribed in the Cornelia tribe (Taylor 1960, 
92, 111, 310). For those who received Roman 
citizenship and had multiple residences, one would 
have had to be identified as the origo, through which 
citizenship was enacted. The lex Plautia Papiria of 
89 BC, which was brought in following the initial 
grant of Roman citizenship by the lex Julia in 90 
BC, may have been created in part to fill the gaps 
in those cases where an individual’s domicile and 
origo did not overlap.48 This implies that the origo 
could be distinct from birthplace and also from 
domicile, of which there may have been several. 
Embedded in the juridical texts is an anticipation 
of mobility both over generations and within a 
lifetime. As Thomas observed, since the origo did 
not necessarily have to be the individual’s or his 
ancestors’ place of birth or residence it created a 
juridically constructed yet fictional territoriality 
(Thomas 1996, 160). The legal definition of origo 
was a pause, which combined place and time and 
with it the contradiction of deep rootedness coupled 
with ongoing movement. 

In the aftermath of the Social War, the official 
role which a concept such as the origo afforded a 
physical place in determining one’s identity, would 
have presented a new framework of allegiance 
and belonging. As well, while it may be argued 
that administratively it became a necessity for 
conducting the census in order to identify the 
cives or populus Romanus, it also counteracted 
the reality of the highly mobile society which it 
encompassed. In this early period, it is unlikely 
that the old meanings of place were supplanted. 
Rather, the process added a new layer that was 
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shared by all, and that also included Rome. The 
role, which this city now had, was not the same 
as was held by Corfinium during the Social War, 
but it did gain some of the elements of a capital, 
in that it now became the chosen representative of 
the universal membership, the universae civitatis. 
The acknowledgement of this position may be in 
part seen by the number of Italians who eventually 
ended up in the Roman senate; from then on, 
the elite networks would have intersected there. 
Other places such as the municipia, first in Italy 
and then the empire, were connected to it in a way 
that created a unit that, although it had territorial 
spread, was not a territorial state. Sites which would 
have previously served as alternative fora, such as 
the so-called federal sanctuaries, would have had 
to abandon the socio-political aspect of their role. 
This may explain why such major sanctuaries, 
as for example at Rossano di Vaglio in Lucania, 
no longer functioned after the 1st century AD 
(Isayev 2007, 132–139, 224). Their role as cult 
centres may have been secondary and not enough 
of a reason to continue their upkeep, or perhaps 
the main cult activities were now hosted by the 
main settlements.49 The clusters of networks that 
previously filtered through a number of different 
types of centres, including sanctuaries among them, 
were now re-oriented to intersect in Rome. 

The changing nature of place in the period 
which followed the Social War exemplifies the way 
in which the concept is relational and its meaning 
a process of negotiation, especially in its link to 
membership and belonging. The development of 
the concept of the origo in juridical terms was a 
paradox, which gave the illusion of a sedentary 
condition while at the same time embodying and 
anticipating continuous movement. This abstract 
approach to the physicality of place sat alongside the 
very concrete boundaries created by the Augustan 
regime, which delineated the regions of Italy.50 At 
the same time there was encouragement for the 
propagation of local place-based cultural traditions, 
which by the time of the principate would have been 
no more than nostalgia51 and (re)invented relics. 
Farney’s study of moneyers’ choice of coin imagery 
reflects a similar trend of an increasing association 
of symbols of myths with places, and his analysis of 

ethnic cognomina further indicates how Augustan 
senators were keen to advertise their Italian origin 
roots, as long as they were of the right kind (Farney 
2007: coins 49–53; cognomina 215–227; and in 
this volume). But this is not a reflection of any 
reversion to a pre-Social war identity; as Bradley 
observes, ironically the prominence of such names 
in our historical sources is a sign of the success of 
these small-town notables in leaving their own 
origins behind (Bradley 2007, 316). It is as if there 
was a desire to give more value through emotional 
and mythical attachment to the local in the context 
of what today may be defined as a period of intense 
time-space compression, or, to use that loaded term, 
globalisation. What needs to be investigated further 
is why this particular construct of place would have 
been more beneficial in the context of empire. Why 
is it not enough to simply maintain places, such 
as municipia, as administrative tools, and to what 
extent is there a need, on some level, to have a sense 
of belonging attached to them? 
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Augusta Aeclanum: CIL IX 1111, cf. 99; Colucci 
Pescatori 1975, 37, n. 107; Colucci Pescatori 1991, 
98–99; Pescatori Colucci 1996, 232–240.

 8. The inscription in Oscan is: g(a)v(is). magiis. 
p(a)k(eís). flakís. famatted: Gavis Magiis Flakís son 
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 9. ST Hi4. The inscription in Oscan is: [-?-] siviiú. 
magiú. [-?-] mefit(eí)[-?-].

 10. ILLRP 2.523 = ILS 5318, CIL I(2) 1722: 
C.Quinctius C.f. Valg(us), patron(us) munic(ipii), 
/ M.Magi(us) Min(ati) f. Surus A.Patlacius Q.f. 
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2007a, 270–1; 476, Q12. 
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 12. ILLRP 2.523 = ILS 5318, CIL I(2) 1722.
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1997, 104 n. 209.
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see Isayev forthcoming.
 15. Livy 23.7–10, with discussion in Sumner 1970, 

257–258.
 16. Mouritsen 2006, 34–35; Bispham 2007a, 431–

432. For an overview of Italian elite relations with 
Rome, Patterson 2006b. 

 17. Massey and Jess 1995, 54 (especially in reference 
to boundaries, 68); Massey 2004, 6. 

   Amin 2004, 34, recasts cities and regions as 
spatial formations of continuously changing 
composition, character and reach. Hence, they 
come with no automatic promise of territorial or 
systemic integrity. 

 18. Galsterer 2006, argues for the increasingly close 
connections between the elites in Italy, which 
encouraged the process of integration after the 
Social War. Alternative views are presented in 
Jehne and Pfeilschifter 2006. Incentives for keeping 
elites within their communities may be part of the 
reason that magistrates of Latin colonies were given 
citizenship soon after 125 BC; Gabba 1994, 105. 

 19. A number of studies have examined the extent to 
which the army may have promoted the integration 
of Italians and the spread of Roman culture: 
Jehne and Pfeilschifter 2006, with up to date 
bibliography. 

 20. These last two groups, perhaps the most difficult 
to find in our sources, appear in terms of numbers 
and calculations for demographic studies, and in 
particular in Rosenstein 2004 and Scheidel 2004; 
2005.

 21. The term Italia we know from the coin evidence, 
while the sources suggest that the new name 
given to Corfinium itself was Italica: Strabo 5.4.2; 
Velleius 2.16. See Pobjoy 2000, for the meaning 
of Italia.

 22. The key source for the organisation at Corfinium 
is Diodorus Siculus (37.1–2); the reliability of the 
text and its use of the Roman institutional model 
is discussed by Mouritsen 1998, 139–140; Pobjoy 
2000. 

 23. Massey 2004 and Amin 2004 discuss the idea of 
‘Global Hubs’.

 24. Caes. B Civ. 1.15–23; App. B Civ. 2.38; Cic. Att. 
viii. 3, 5, ix. 7; Suet. Caesar 34.

 25. …Caput imperii sui Corfinium legerant atque 
appellarant Italicam…

 26. … Κορφίνιον, τὴν τῶν Πελίγνων μητρόπολιν, 
κοινὴν ἅπασι τοῖς Ἰταλιώταις ἀποδείξαντες 
πόλιν ἀντὶ τῆς Ῥώμης, ὁρμητήριον τοῦ πολέμου, 
μετονομασθεῖσαν Ἰταλικήν…

 27. Bispham 2007a, 38; 2007b with earlier bibliography 
for Samnium.

 28. Isayev 2007 with earlier bibliography for 
Lucania.

 29. Importance of sanctuaries as administrative units 
along with the structure of the vicus and pagus: 
Bispham 2007a, 81; Buonocuore 2002, 30–44.

 30. Thomas 1996; Ando 1999, 8; Bispham 2007a, 37 
considers the appropriateness of Hellenistic models 
for the changing role of Rome in the Republican 
period.

 31. Pobjoy 2000, 201, prefers to see its collapse as 
signifying also that of the socii. 

 32. How the concept of Italia was connected to this 
is a different issue, and beyond the scope of this 
paper. See discussion in Pobjoy 2000; Bispham 
2007a, chapters 1 and 3; Torelli 1999.

 33. For discussion of the name see note 21 above.
 34. Bispham 2007a, 37, considers how Rome 

maintained the fiction of the polis-style institutions 
and that effective participation in politics was 
denied by its persistence. 

 35. Wiseman 1971, 24, on citizenship given to 
individuals, whatever the status of their patria, in 
relation to Rome.

 36. Bispham’s intricate analysis of the stages of 
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enfranchisement investigates the balance between 
the offer of citizenship as a measure to prevent 
disaffection and, alternatively, as a favour given to 
the defeated. He also demonstrates that the Italians 
were in a position to negotiate for different terms 
throughout the war, even if they did not necessarily 
get what they wanted. Their success was in part 
dependent on the particular communities that were 
being addressed, and the position of their leaders 
in relation to the politicians in Rome; Bispham 
2007a, chapter 4, esp. 162–199.

 37. Most of the complaints were about the creation 
of new tribes, a decision which was soon reversed 
and all the Italians were enrolled in the already 
existing 31 rural tribes. There is another debate 
as to whether some of the Italian communities 
would have been enrolled in the more favourable 
tribes (for example, Aeclanum was assigned to 
the Cornelia tribe), and the extent to which 
those decisions would have depended on personal 
connections of the elite (e.g. Minatius Magius in 
the case of Aeclanum); Taylor 1960, chapter 8, esp. 
102–103, 111–112; Bispham 2007a, 178–179, 
189–199. Sherwin-White (1973, 156) notes that, 
in regard to the distribution of the new citizens 
among the voting tribes, the deals completed by 
radical leaders do not seem malicious or partisan.

 38. Bispham 2007a, 430, also points out that for some 
Etruscan aristocrats, such as for example Caecina 
and Maecenas, who had a prestigious heritage, the 
entry to the Roman senate would have been a step 
down.

 39. For a recent overview and discussion of the variety 
of laws that granted Roman citizenship, see 
Bispham 2007a, chapter 4.

 40. Bispham 2007a, chapter 4, suggests that provisions 
for the municipia framework and distribution of the 
citizen body into tribes was probably the result of 
senatorial decrees which followed the lex Julia. 

 41. Municipia were now the primary areas for 
elite display and included competition between 
communities; Bispham 2007a, 430.

 42. ILS 5318 (CIL I (2). 1722, ILLRP 2.523), for full 
text see note 10 above.

 43. ILLRP 2598: C. Quinctius C. f. Valgus / L. Sepunius 
L. f. quinq(ue)n(nales) / murum, portas, forum, 
porticus, curia(m) cisterna(m) / de d(ecurionum) 
s(ententia) facie(ndum) curar(unt) eid(??emque) prob 
(arunt). 

 44. Recently there have been a number of important 
studies, particularly by Cébeillac-Gervasoni, on 

euergetism and also on the epigraphic habit; those 
with relevance for an Italian overview: Cébeillac-
Gervasoni 1996; 1998; AA.VV. 1983; Cooley 
2000. 

 45. I am grateful to Michael Crawford for sharing 
these ideas with me in discussion. According to the 
currently available evidence, it appears that, in the 
2nd century BC, during a period of restructuring, 
there may have been a shift in the nature of 
dedications within the sanctuary at Rossano di 
Vaglio. The earlier private inscriptions seem to 
have been removed and reused within the rebuilt 
sections, while a new wave of magisterial dedicatory 
texts took priority of place within the cult site.

 46. Polo 2006, provides a summary and catalogue of 
these movements in republican Italy.

 47. In terms of private migration, although Scheidel 
feels that it did not occur on a massive scale, 
he admits that centripetal migration, or internal 
relocation to centres, is more difficult to measure, 
and suggests that some one million adult males 
would have transferred to cities; Scheidel 2004, 
14–20.

 48. Sherwin-White 1973, 151–153; Thomas 1996, 
106–107. For an overview of the law; Bispham 
2007a, 172.

 49. In reference to the cult of Mefitis at Rossano di 
Vaglio in Lucania, Lejeune 1990, 39 suggests that 
it was moved to the nearby colony of Potentia in 
the early Imperial period.

 50. Augustan regions with earlier bibliography; Laffi 
2007.

 51. Bradley 2007, esp. 310–317, considers the 
proliferation of antiquarian research in ancient 
Rome at this time, and the encouragement, as 
well as revival of ancient rites and rituals. Bispham 
2007a, 39, 443–446 and Dench 2005, 365, note 
local particularism in the Augustan period.
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